
Be Confident In Change

Sapta delivers the leading integrated solution for CxOs looking to deliver adaptive funding across 
their organizations. With our cloud-based platform, companies gain the ability to integrate their 
innovation and capital allocation effort into a single pane to deliver real time strategy to keep pace 
with today’s fast-moving markets.

For CxOs
Accelerate your ability to 
adapt quickly to change, by 
moving from annual to real-
time decision-making

For Finance
A platform where you can 
model, test, and deploy 
capital more efficiently than 
ever before

For Managers
Know that your goals and 
KPIs are always aligned 
against your department 
and corporate strategy

For Innovation
Increase  your business 
impact by aligning closer to 
strategy and increasing the 
velocity of your innovation

Sapta exists to power 
leading companies with 
adaptive funding

Increase the business impact of 
spend by aligning closer to strategy 
and increasing the velocity of your 
innovation

SaptaAI - Generative, Prescriptive, 
Predictive intelligence for 
strategic insights (coming 2024)

At the core of our solution are our Adaptive Scorecards. These give executives the levers to test Innovation 
and Capital Allocations against their strategy, unify and optimize capital efficiency, and then have those 
decisions accurately reflected. These are driven from our core executive dashboard and dataset, SaptaAdapt.

Adaptive Scorecards take corporate strategy and break it into a set of “weights” which are then fed into our 
Weighting Engine. This data array looks across your Innovation Management, Capital Allocation and Strategic 
Portfolio Management efforts to ensure that you are using capital, resources, and headcount as efficiently as 
possible to hit strategic goals. And when strategy changes, so do the “weights,” which immediately presents a 
new set up options that executives can approve and deploy seamlessly across their organization.

SaptaCommunity
Empower community members to strengthen bonds and 
relationships rooted in their connection with your organization, 
ensuring every stakeholder’s voice is heard, valued, and engaged .

SaptaInnovate
Quantify initiatives to discover winners that propel your enterprise 
ahead in rapidly evolving markets and eradicate operational silos 
so initiatives stay unified with corporate strategy.

SaptaAllocation
Gain a comprehensive and real-time view of your balanced 
scorecard and leverage adaptive funding for better capital 
efficiency by recalibrating priorities as business goals change.

SaptaAlign
Gain a comprehensive view of objectives at every organizational 
level, and the capability to align with corporate strategy by 
unifying across corporate, team and personal OKRs.

To find out more or to talk to our consultants, please reach out at info@sapta.io
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